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COLLEGE OFARTS AND SCIENCES
wwwj#attl*u.sdu/srtsd/s®fvicss/int«fnatlon#l/photocoflip«tition
Expand your career options with the
Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required
JOIN US FOR AN INFORMATION
SESSION ON APRIL 28TH.
6-7 p.m. in Pigott 416
RSVP: www.seattleu.edu/brmbaRSVP












JUST 1/4 MILE FROM SEATTLE U
ft
ANTHEM
• Studio, One and Two Bedroom
Apartments Available
• Wood Plank Flooring
• Washer/Dryer in Every Unit





• Rooftop Deck with Fire Pit, Community
BBQ, and Mt. Rainier Views
• 24 Hour Fitness Center
• Off-Leash Dog Area
• Bike Storage and Repair Station
• Reserved, Controlled Access Parking
• Online Rent Payment
• Pronto Bike Share Onsite
(RESIDENTS RECEIVE 20% OFF)
#LIVEYOURANTHEM
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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
MASS EXECUTION IN INDONESIA—
Eight of nine drug prisoners in Indonesia were
executed by firing squad on Tuesday. All but one
ofthem foreigners, these nine were all arrested on
charges related to drug crimes through an effort
by Indonesian President Joko Widodo to crack
down on drug-related law violations. However,
the legal proceedings proved to be below par at
best—some are said to have been offered lower
sentences if they paid bribes to judges.
This group, along with five people who were ex-
ecuted in January on similar charges, are reported
to have not been given fair trials. At least one of
the governments of the foreigners involved tried
to bargain for their citizens, and the United Na-
tions also made efforts to interfere. But President
Joko insists on following Indonesian law as he
sees fit. However, despite the Indonesian law say-
ing that it is prohibited to prosecute the mentally
ill, one of the nine was a Brazilian who had been
confirmed as having a mental illness since he was
a teenager.
EARTHQUAKE IN NEPAL- An earthquake
in Nepal last week resulted in the deaths of over
five thousandpeople.
There are many more people suffering from in-
juries, overwhelming hospitals and causing them
to run low on supplies. Tire effects of the earth-
quake were felt beyond Nepal and into India,
Bangladesh, and Tibet. This area has long been
expecting a large earthquake, and the large death
toll is due in part to poor infrastructure. Several
historic monuments have been turned to rubble,
and it is feared that there are more victims buried
beneath the ruins. The earthquake itself was of a
7.8 magnitude, and the aftershocks—some as bad
as 6.7 in magnitude—continueed hours after the
quake had terrified citizens.
This is the worst earthquake Nepal has suffered
in almost 100 years. In terms of relief, China, In-
dia and the United States, among others, have all
pledged some effort.
STUDY ON BLACK MEN MISSING-Last
week, the New York Times published a study
about black men “missing” in the United States.
“Missing” refers to either early death or in-
carceration. The study compared black men in
proportion to black women in various places in
the United States. The data show that for every
100 black women who are not in prison, there
are only 83 black men. This means that there are
about 1.5 million black men missing from society
across the country. In other words, over one out
of every six black men who should be between
the ages of25 and 54 are absent from society. It is
perhaps the most disproportionate in Ferguson,
Mo.—with only 60 black men for every 100 black
women.
The Times pointed out that even though the
statistics show a big disproportion, the data for
black girls versus black boys is roughly equiva-
lent, and the numbers don’t start to change until
teenage years.
The numbers regarding the white population
show no such disparity—there is roughly the
same number of white men as white women in
most U.S. cities.
SEATTLE TEENS FOR CLEAN WATER—Two Seattle teenagers have started making an impact on
something they care about: water.
Through a Bill 8c Melinda Gates Foundation program called Teens Take Action, Jenneh Corkern, 17,
and Grace Clipson, 15, have been holding bake sales and penny drives to raise money for clean water ef-
forts through a Seattle organization called Waterlst International, which funds projects for clean water in
India, Bangladesh, Ethiopia and Honduras.
Corkernwas raised as an orphan in Liberia, and lived there until she was 7 years old. She grew up not
drinking healthy water and still deals with the effects of that on her body. According to Corkern, more
than 840,000 people die every year due to illnesses associated with water. Clipson joined her when Cork-
ern started Teens Take Action.
".
..
In addition to fundraising efforts, they have also compiled presentation materials based on their cause
and presented both projects at their schools and at the Gates Foundation Visitor Center. So far, they have
raised $900, and are hoping to reach their goal of$2,500 by the end of the year.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
100TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
ARMENIAN GENOCIDE—On Friday, about
500 people gathered in Westlake Park in Seattle
to commemorate the 100 year anniversary of the
Armenian genocide on April 24, 1915. 100 years
ago, an official of the Ottoman Empire ordered
for the arrest of several hundred Armenians. This
began a systematic attack that eventually resulted
in the deaths of about 1.5 million Armenians in
modern dayTurkey.
Tine event at Westlake aimed to give awareness
to what participants considered a continuing in-
justice. A complaint amongst the group was that
even though the extermination is commonly rec-
ognized outside of Turkey, there are still those
who refrain from using the word “genocide” to
describe it. Speakers criticized President Obama
for not calling it genocide perhaps in order to
keep Turkey as an ally. Members of the Arme-
nian diaspora—of whom there are an estimated
6000 in Washington State—feel that this recogni-
tion is necessary to really give honor to the mem-
ory of the tragedy.
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THREAT HIGHLIGHTS CAMPUS SAFETY CONCERNS
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
On April 17, Seattle University
experienced a rare threat to the
community’s safety.
Early that morning, threatening
notes were found in a womens
bathroom in both the Engineering
building and Pigott building. Soon
public safety made the decision to
begin evacuating the buildings and
search for suspicious objects.
“I came into work and as soon as
I sat down some guy walked in and
told me there was a bomb threat and
we needed to evacuate,” said senior
management major Nathan Lara. “I
was pretty shocked and at first was
thinking I didn’t believe it.”
Notifications were sent out via
email to all students, faculty and staff
explaining the bomb threat and the
need to evacuate all of the buildings.
Once all of the classrooms were
evacuated, the facilities department
and housing representatives helped
search other buildings to determine
if the threat was extended to other
areas on campus. Public safety and the
Seattle Police Department searched
the buildings as well to see if they
could find any suspicious objects.
However, during this evacuation
there were a few people who did not
see the email and were confused as to
what exactlywas happening.
“We were trying to get to one of our
teachers who was outside of Pigott
trying to hold class but a guy told us
that we should go away because there
is a bomb threat,” said junior biology
major Katie Wood. “I thought they
were being kind of rude and didn’t
really explain entirely what was going
on.
The buildings were evacuated for
several hours during the search,
but several students apparently did
not believe the threat was credible.
According to Lara, there were several
students who did not pay much
attention to the warnings and walked
around the campus as if nothing was
happening. Some even referred to it
as “the most non-intimidating bomb
threat they ever experienced”.
Once the searches were over, Public
safety consulted with the school
administration and determined that
the buildings could be reopened to
students and faculty to carry on about
the day as usual. As with most bomb
threats, no suspicious objects were
found.
“Although having an evacuation can
be inconvenient, that is what most of
these bomb threats are going for—a
disruption of practices rather than an
actual bomb,” said Executive Director
of Public Safety and Transportation
Tim Marron. “Our focus is the
protection of life on campus and we
were obviously looking to see if any
additional issues developed.”
The very next day, more threatening
notes were discovered in two different
women’s bathrooms in James Tower
where the Seattle U nursing lab is
located. Public safety immediately
responded and transported students
back to campus in vans out of
precaution that they may have been
targets of the threat. After looking
through security footage, a Woman
was identified entering both of those
bathrooms within a short period of
time. It was determined by faculty
members that thesuspect of the threats
was 26-year-old nursing student Mai
Thi Nguyen. Her alleged motivation
for writing the notes was to get out of
taking several nursing exams.
Once Ngyuen had been identified,
the Seattle Police Department took
over the invesfigation and made an
arrest on Monday morning. Theywere
able to locate Ngyuen thanks to some
of the security cameras on campus.
“You know one thing that isbrought
up sometime is the student concern
over student privacy and security
cameras,” Marron said. “At Seattle
University, trying to find a balance
between security and privacy is really
important. The cameras are important
because they allow us to go back in
retrospect during an investigation.
We do not have any cameras in areas
where there is an expectation of
privacy.”
It is not often that Seatde University
experiences threats to community
safety as serious as a bomb threat
According to Marron, although the
procedure for this event went well, it is
important that students are informed
and are notified if dangers like this
arise in the future.
“One thing for sure is that they
really took initiative to close off that
April 29. 2015
wide area in a short amount of time,”
Lara said. “They were determined to
keep us safe.”
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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DEBATE’S COMPETITIVE SPIRIT PAYS OFF AT USUDC
Melissa Lin
News Editor
There is one topic that is not up for
debate: that this is one of the Seattle
University Debate Unions most
successful years, which is especially
impressive considering its relatively
young team.
Over the weekend of April 11-
13, the SUDU attended the 2015 US
Universities Debating Championship
in Alaska, with one of their teams
reaching the open quarterfinal round
and another team reaching the finals
of the first-year division. Among
more than 180 teams from across the
country—including teams from Yale,
University of California, Los Angeles
and University of Michigan —SUDU
was the only program from the Pacific
Northwest to reach elimination
rounds.
“We did really welL.we haven’t had
a team clear two elimination rounds
in quite a few years,” said sophomore
and vice president of the club, Aine
Foran.
One of the main goals of the club is
to compete in about 10 tournaments
throughout the year, both within
and outside of the Pacific Northwest
region. While during the regular
season the team competes in smaller
competitions with only forty to fifty
teams, USUDC is the one time during
the year that they see teams from
all across the world, even from the
University of Zimbabwe.
Foran attributes the team’s
performance this year to genuine
passion and hard work throughout the
season, mentioning consistent success
at Pacific Northwest tournaments and
efforts to improve as evidence of the
club’s demanding, but fun, culture.
“The culture of positivity
surrounding how all of us are doing...
and [how] we continued to maintain
that throughout all of the rounds...
was really helpful,” she said.
Sophomore and vice president of
finance Wesley Kamikawa also spoke
to this point, and agreed that every
person who went to the championship
was very dedicated. Kamikawa
6 NEWS
partnered with Foran, and Mia Kato
teamed up with Ren Wilcox to reach
the elimination rounds.
In preparation for tournaments,
members of the club write briefs—one
to two pages on a certain topic—every
week. They also meet twice a week
to have practice rounds and receive
feedback from teammates and their
coach.
“The team is developing their
own personalities as advocates and
speakers,” said communications
professor and debate coach Melissa
Franke. “All things being equal, it’s
the people who have charisma and
presence who are going to be a little
more convincing.”
Franke competed in speech and
debate in college and this isher second
year coaching SUDU. She watched
Foran and Wesley’s Octofinal and
was impressed at their intelligence
and level of understanding of debate
that goes beyond what they have been
taught.
SUDU practices the British
parliamentary format of debate—in
which each team israndomly assigned
to either support or go against a
topic, has 15 minutes to prepare and
then engages in a back and forth of
.speeches.
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
Members of the Seattle UniversityDebate Union; Brandon Stickels, Alissa Neuman, AineForan, Ren Wilcox and Mia Kato.
During USUDC, one of SUDU’s
randomly assigned stances was
arguing that people who wish to be
parents have a moral obligation to
adopt, rather than have biological
children.
“The way they made those
arguments was impressive,” Franke
said. “They’re doing a great job with
what I taught them and they’re going
so much further.”
Their success is also highlighted
by the fact that the majority of
club members are sophomores and
freshmen.
But beyond learning the art of
debate, the club’s other main goal is
to engage and teach the community.
They hold public, debates every
quarter on a variety of subjects
including foreign policy and topics
that affect the campus community.
Foran finds that having these public
debates generates valuable discussion
from the audience, especially in the
context of a Jesuit education.
“Being able to explain why you think
a certain way is really important,”
Foran said. “Just that exposure to
different points of view might either
strengthen your own point of view or
make you consider things you haven’t
really thought of before.”
Being a part of debate can also
be useful career-wise, according to
Kamikawa. Fie feels that through
debate, people can become more
comfortable with reacting to difficult
situations, such as job interviews.
“Some interviews really like to
push you to see if you can handle the
pressure,” he said. “I think that’s one
place where debate has really helped a
lot.”
For Kamikawa, the more he
experiences debate the more he finds
that it is about listening rather than
arguing, and that his listening skills
have been sharpened after hours of
listening to claims and opponents’
inconsistencies.
Members of the club want to be
open and accessible to the community
and make sure that anybody who is
interested in joining SUDU, or even
wants to attend one of their public
forums, is welcome to do so—no
experience required.
Their upcoming public forum is
on May 19 at 7 p.m. in the Bannan
auditorium. They will discuss whether
freedom of speech should be limited
in regards toreligion.
Melissa may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com.
NO STRIKE AND YOU’RE STILL OUT?
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
The scenes of a strike range from
picket signs and marches to angry
flyers and indignant faces, but what
remains common in each situation is
a desire to be heard. Many may believe
that taking a stance for what you
believe in and fighting for what you
deserve should be a right, but others
might not think the same.
Thousands of graduate students
employed at the University of
Washington were recently warned by
the university’s officials that going on
strike is against the law, according to
a Seattle Times article. A letter from
the UW administration was sent out
a few weeks ago to ensure that the
student employees were aware of this
detail. This letter comes in the middle
of negotiations between about 4,000
graduate students and UW on a new
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Although the union claims
Washington Legislature has not
explicitly prohibited strikes by public
employees, there is no universal
agreement with that interpretation.
The UW administration cautions
students that state law and their
contract still does not grant them the
rights to strike.
Even if state law does not contain
any specific punishments to penalize
public employees on strike, the
state attorney general ruled in 2006
that they still do not have any legal
protection to do so.
Outraged and indignant students
viewed the message as an attempt
at intimidation and seem to be
undeterred toward pursuing the call
for a strike ifthe negotations fail.
The student employees’ work
contract technically expires by April
30, but following Washington law, the
terms and conditions will still extend
for about a year.
Many of the graduate students who
work at the UW are represented by
UAW 4121, the International Union,
and several other unions.
Despite previous debate on whether
the university needs to abide by city
laws since it is a state entity, the UW
has agreed to raise the minimum wage
to $11 per hour for student workers
earlier this month.
Seattle University had put this law
into effect on April 1. The continuous
pay raises will increase to $13 and $15
per hour at the verybeginning of2016
and 2017, respectively, according to a
campuswide email sent April 13.
According to the email, Jeff Scofield,
directorof Student Financial Services,
will provide amore detailed account of
student employment information by
the end ofMay to both employees and
supervisors regarding the upcoming
academic year.
“Student employment at SU always
seems to be improving to me,” said
junior Jason Berroya. “Minimum
wage levels used to be way too low in
my opinion. We work too hard to be
paid any less.”
In the event that Seattle U students
felt the need to go on strike, and not
just in issues regarding employment
contracts, they would still have to
abide by federal and state labor laws.
“I would like to think that the
administration takes cares of us
here, but I am not entirely sure how
they would respond if we wanted
more change,” said sophomore Katie
Sheridan. “I’m just glad we haven’t felt
the need to.”
In addition to employment, rising
tuition costs are also a concern for
Seattle U students.
“I think students are concerned
about the tuition increases and finding
ways to pay for it,” said At-Large
Representative Owen Goetze.
According to Goetze, student
employment through Bon Appetit
and the school are easy ways to help
with funding for tuition, and with the
proposed wage increases to comply
with the new minimum wage, these
positions will probably be more
attractive.
Going on a strike appears to be in
the running as the last resort for the
Seattle U community, considering we
utilize several other different avenues
to bring awareness to our concerns.
“Students can also create a petition
at any time if there’s a cause they
care about enough,” said Sophomore
Representative Palmyra Jackson.
“There are not really any restrictions
when it comes to thatkind of request.”
Students at UW were not
intimidatedby the university’s attempt
APRIL 29. 2015
at deterring them, and on April 22 the
majority of graduate students voted to
strike. Whether or not a strike occurs
depends on whether negotiations can
be met after the contract expiration.
Vikki may be reached at
vavencena@su-spectator.com
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SUMMIT STRESSES ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Jason Bono
Staff Writer
One hundred and twenty years ago
Pope Leo XIII released an open
letter addressing worker conditions
that would forever shift the mission
of the Catholic Church. This last
Tuesday, Pope Francis shifted the
Church once again, this time towards
environmental justice.
The Pope has spoke on not only the
human impacts on climate change,
but also the effects it has on the most
marginalized. Climate skeptics have
created a massive pushback on what
they see as unnecessaryenvironmental
concern.
According to Associate Professor
ofTheology and Director of Catholic
Studies Dr. Catherine Punsalan-
Manlimos, this popes commitment
to protecting the earth is part of a
long catholic tradition. She pointed
out how many local churches and
theologians have been speaking out on
climate change for many years. From
northwest writers describing the state
of water systems, to a pastoral letter
from the Philippines titled “What is
Happening to Our Beautiful Land,”
grassroots movements have been at
the forefront of the discussion.
This push for protecting our earth
also has a significant history within
the Vatican, as Pope Benedict XVI
was often called the green pope for
his work on the subject. Yet, for
Punsalan-Manlimos, what makes this
new movement so impactful is how it
will combine two important aspects of
the Catholic social justice mission.
“Knowing where this pope is
heading, bringing together our
concern for the environment and the
poor explicitly in church teachings,
is very exciting,” Punsalan-Manlimos
said.
Here at Seattle University, this
mission is carried out in part by the
Center for Environmental Justice and
Sustainability. They see environmental
justice as one of the key aspects of
Seattle U’s mission.
“The voiceless and the powerless are
often the peoplewho are mostaffected
8 NEWS
by environmental degradation. More
than ever, we need leaders who
will work to bring changes to these
environmental injustices. Seattle
University’s mission aligns well with
the formation of such leaders,” said
the center in an email statement to the
Spectator.
Those at CEJS work with these
aspects of climate awareness every
day. Promoting student and faculty
research, the CEJS encourages Seattle
Us own focus on environmental
justice.
They have worked with facilities on
campus to implement basic programs
to make the university more eco-
friendly. Organic landscaping and rain
gardens help to not only beautify the
campus, but also manage the Seattle
rains in a renewable way. They’ve
worked to make composting a major
part of the university’s waste system,
collecting 178,000 pounds of food
waste annually. University vehicles
are also implemented in this plan, as
the newly purchased cars are more
efficient and more environmentally
friendly.
Yet, those who work in CEJS see
their mission as having more than
just a local reach. Professor of Civil
and Environmental Engineering
and the Director for CEJS Phillip
Thompson sees environmental justice
as something that is both local and
global.
“In engineering, we often address
[environmental justice] issues through
our student projects. For example, in
civil and environmental engineering,
we currently have a senior design
project that is focused on the
improvement of migrant housing
in the Skagit Valley. In addition, our
faculty have done water projects in
Thailand, Nicaragua, Jamaica, Zambia
and Haiti and energy poverty projects
in Kenya and Zambia,” Thompson
said.
Focusing on connecting students
and faculty with those most affected
by climate change, CEJS follows
through with Pope Francis’ mission
to create a more sustainable world.
Student work is key to this, and Seattle
U students travel abroad to continents
such as Africa and South America to
learn more about how to achieve this
goal.
This connection to the Seattle U
mission resonates with Punsalan-
Manlimos, as she sees it as integral to
continuing the work of the university.
“This document is being used as
an impetus to help us facilitate even
more conversations than we’re already
having around environmental justice,”
Punsalan-Manlimos said.
She’s excited about what this
movement will mean for the
coming years for the formation of
new conversations as well as the
continuation of old ones. Inviting
faculty as well as members of the
community the Institute for Catholic
Thought and Culture will hold a
study group this summer to discuss
these very issues. On top of this,
the institute’s theme next year will
be Ecology, Spirituality and Justice.
There are expected changes to the core
curriculum to reflect this renewed
focus on environmental justice.
As the effects of the summit just
begin to take hold, both members of
the Catholic Church as well as faculty
here at Seattle U are excited for the
renewed efforts for environmental
justice.
Jason may be reached at
jbono@su-spectator.com
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RISING RENTS AND RAGE AT CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Will McQuilkin
Senior Staff Writer
Lack of affordable housing, a drastic
21 percent increase in homelessness
from last year and rising rents are
causing many to lament that the rent
is out of control.
Riding the high of successfully
lobbying for a $15 minimum wage,
Seattle citizensand lawmakers are now
pushing for rent control inthe Emerald
City. At a City Council meeting called
‘Rent is Ourof Control!’ lastThursday,
citizens packed City Hall to voice their
concern at the meeting hosted by City
Councilmembers Nick Licata and
Kshama Sawant. Citizens voiced their
outrage, showing a strong conviction
about the issue of rent control.
“We are going to show you we are
the people with the power,” said Flora
Ybarra, a renter who was experiencing
significant economic stress as a result
of rising rental costs. The sentiment
was met with applause, and other
speakers echoed Ybarra during their
own turns to share personal rent
experiences.
Renters shared anecdotes of rents
increasing dramatically, in some
cases even doubling what they had
been only months prior. One citizen,
Barbara Brownstein, saw her rent
jump from$850 to $1695. She said she
would have to move because of the
cost, a sentiment that was met with
thunderous applause. Voters have
coined the term “economic eviction”
to describe cases like Brownstein’s
where a tenant is forced to move as a
result of rising rent.
Members of the Seattle University
community can relate.
“My roommates and I lived in the
Douglas [Apartments] this year and it
was very expensive,” said sophomore
business major Michael Cahx. “We’re
moving to a cheaper location next
year, but we will definitely have to
sacrifice some quality of life for the
change.”
Cahx said mold, poor insulation
and plumbing are problems he and his
roommates will face when they move
into their new home at the start ofthe
next term. Despite these issues, Cahx
remains excited about the move.
“It will be nice to worry less about




will definitely have to I
sacrifice some quality of
life for the change.”
Michael Cahx,
Sophomore
Sawant and other speakers
suggested ideas besides rent control
to solve the increasing cost of rent,
but the overwhelming sentiment was
that rent control would be a good
first step towards reigning in soaring
prices, which have skyrocketed over
the last two years. According toDupre
+ Scott Apartment Advisors, a Seattle
TAYLOR DELAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
Seattleitesfilled Council Chambers on April 23 to protest rising rent and the lack of rent control and affordable housing in
the city.
company that tracks the rental market,
the average cost of rent in the city has
increased about 18 percent since the
spring of 2013.
Some Seattle U students have
witnessed the rise of rent firsthand.
“I saw my rent increase pretty steadily
in my time at Seattle U,” said alumni
Felicia Biste. “I lived off campus
junior and senior year, and between
those two years my rent increased by
something like $150.”
Property managers at the City
Council meeting said that rent control
actually hurts the market, given
that renters don’t leave units and
developers don’t have an incentive
to build.. This creates a shortage of
housing—though oppositional voices
pointed out the rapid gentrification of
neighborhoods like those on Capitol
Hill, where apartment buildings have
been springing up with increased
regularity over the last five years.
Mayor Ed Murray has vocally
APRIL 29, 2015
opposed rent control in Seattle, saying
it would distract from other legislative
efforts to decrease in the cost of rent.
Seattle city law technically bans rent
control, and while Murray fought for a
bill that would have changed this prior
to becoming mayor, his current stance
reflects his changed status and title.
a necessary step towards mending
the issue of rising rent. She further
suggested a “massive investment”
in city owned housing, as well as a
“tenant’s bill, of rights” that would
protect against issues like the
aforementioned economic evictions.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
Still, Sawant sees rent control as
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ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15HUNDREDS OF PROTESTERSFILLED THE PI60TT ATRIUM: HANDING BANNERS, WAVING SIGNS, AND SHOW-
ING SUPPORT FOR WORKERS IN WHAT WAS ONE OF MANY DEMONSTRATIONS TAKING PLACE ACROSS THE COUNTRY IN A MOVEMENT
FOR LABOR RIGHTS. ONE OF THEORGANIZATIONS, SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION, WHO HAS LED THE ADJUNCTFACULTY
UNIONIZATION EFFORTS AT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY, HELMED THE HEAVILY-ATTENDED PROTEST KNOWN AS OCCUPY SU. BUT BECAUSE
THE GROUP DID NOT FOLLOW UNIVERSITY PROTOCOL REGARDING DEMONSTRATIONS ON CAMPUS, SOME MEMBERS OF THE SEATTLE
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On the day of the massive protest,
Dean of Albers School of Busi-
ness and Economics Joseph Phillips
was in his office when he heard the
rumbles below. He headed back and
forth from his office and a meet-
ing to a spot where he could see the
demonstrators pouring into the Pig-
ott Atrium.
Prior to the demonstration, he
warned professors who had class
during that time of the coming
protest so that they could determine
how they wanted to respond to the
then-impending situation.
“The only concern I have is obvi-
ously doing it at a time that’s disrupt-
ing classes, which is very inconsider-
ate,” Phillips said.
Rewind to almost two weeks before
the protest. The university learned
through websitesanda Facebook page
that the group chose to occupy Seattle
U as the culmination of a march that
made its way throughout the city.
“No one had contacted us about
that,” said Seattle Us Executive Vice
President Timothy Leary. “This was
sent out nationally, and some of the
websites spoke tobringing large num-
bers of people—and numbers on the
website spoke to 900 plus people.”
For Leary and other representa-
tives of the administration, the
central concerns are
safety of students, fac-
ulty and staff, the
buildings, and
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normal operations for the day (such
as classes).
Like Leary, Timothy Marron, the
executive director of public safety
and transportation, was also con-
cerned. And with a crowd size of that
magnitude expected to come to cam-
pus and the makeup of the crowd at
that point unknown, it was enough to
cause worry.
Both Marron and the university’s
administration repeatedly reached
out in an effort to work with the
group so that they could demon-
strate on campus according to uni-
versity regulations, but they received
no response.
“If you’re going to conduct a pro-
test, you have to follow our protocol,”
Leary said.
This applies to any event that oc-
curs on campus, whether it’s a Seat-
tle U-sponsored event or an outside
group. The rationale for the protocol
is to design a process that can handle
the group, which includes discuss-
ing safety and liability concerns with
potential demonstrators and creat-
ing a plan that does not disrupt daily
university operations.
After receiving no response, the
administration sent out a letter telling
the group that they did not have per-
mission to be on Seattle U’s
campus. Still, the group, g
r" which included people of ■
all ages and workers from ill
| all over the stateofWash- jjlHj
*
ington, showed up as they
had planned.
“We had extra offi- M
cers on /SlSSSyi JHfl
duty,” iMjrjZ j JM
Uimi iff-
Marron said.
Public Safety had decided to lock
the buildings, but despite those ef-
forts, Marron said that the protesters
were able to get insideby having some-
one from inside the building open
the doors.
Senior Erik Hagberg was in his se-
nior synthesis class when the protest-
ers entered the building. His professor
decided to take that opportunity to
call a normal break typical of a two-
hour class, not knowing how long the
protest would last. Hagberg and other
students went outside to observe what
was happening. But there were mo-
ments that the demonstrationquieted
down, and Hagberg said he didn’t
think it was too disruptive. His class
resumed after the break.
“It’s cool to see members of our
campus kind of taking leadership
together to send a message about
something they’re passionate about
that’s relevant to the university,” Hag-
berg said. “It was cool to see a group
of students working with the public,
and it seemed to take a lot of initiative
and leadership to pull something like
that together.”
Although Phillips was concerned
that the protest disrupted the aca-
demic process, he wasn’t surprised
that the Pigott Atrium was used.
“[The Pigott Atrium] is a great ven-
ue for a lot of drama, right? You can
pack people in, you can hang ban-
ners from the balcony, the acoustics,
you make a lot of noise and people get
fired up about that,”Phillips said.
But Marron said that the atrium
was not designed to hold that many
people all at once.
“When I looked in there the en-
tire atrium was packed,” Marron
said. “There were participants who
were coming outside because they
were like, ‘It’s way too hot in there.’
The balconies were packed with par-
ticipants who went up the stairs and
were holding banners and whatnot.
If a fire marshal had walked in there,
that fire marshal would have cited
the university for overcrowding in an
unsafe way.”
Among the crowd on the balconies
was Bon Appetit’s General Manager
Jay Payne. He stood overlooking the
workers down below at The Bot-
tom Line, the food service located in
the atrium.
“I’m up above and right next to me
is. a man in a bandana pounding his
stick on the railing. You never know
with that kind of crowd situation
what’s going to happen,” Payne said.
Payne had rushed over as soon as he
could when he heard word about the
protest. He decided to close down The
Bottom Line. His main concern was
about whether the workers felt safe.
“For me it was the not knowing.
How are they feeling? Do they feel
safe? Are they ok? Talking to them
afterwards, they thought it was weird
and strange. But nobody was scared,”
Payne said.
According to Payne, six workers’
shifts were either cancelled or they
were sent home early. Payne said that
sales were 87 percent lower than nor-
mal for the afternoon shift.
“[The workers] were a little frus-
trated that here is a protest that’s
ostensibly about workers’ rights
and wages and now are denied
wages because we had to close,”
Payne said. “It’s a union facility
for food service. They’re already way
ahead of the Seattle minimum wage
in terms of how they’re being paid
and they have union benefits ... I’d
like to get that point across that we’re
already aligned with that idea.”
Meanwhile, the protesters con-
tinued on. Among the many union
and community leaders present
was prominent city councilmember
Kshama Sawant, Seattle’s $15 mini-
mum wage pioneer.
“One of the powerful aspects of the
Fight for $15 is that it’s now broad-
ening to encompass the most fun-
damental agenda of workers rights
and workplace rights,” Sawant said
in an interview with the Spectator.
“It’s important for people to know
the adjunct teachers are not isolated.




strong push to allow them to union-
ize and fight for their workplace
rights collectively.”
Sawant, who once taught econom-
ics as an adjunct in the same building
she was protesting in now, didn’t see
the classroom disruptions as a hin-
drance to students’ learning.
“As a teacher myself, I place a great
value on classroom education and I
strongly believe in empowering stu-
dents in their intellectual and aca-
demic achievements,” she said. “It’s
also extremely important to ensure
that young people at the same time
are empowered to become leaders
in social movements.”
Manuel Carrillo, a former
Seattle U student and Bon
Appetit employee, agreed.
“This is very much aligned
with the commitment to
teaching and to learning,”
Carrillo said. “These types of
events or gatherings, whetherplanned
or unplanned, also contribute a lot to
the learning experience and to our
abilities to engage with one another
and to engage with the issues facing
Seattle University, facing the city of
Seattle, and [facing] our world.”
Senior Olivia Engle, a member of
Reignite the Mission and participant
in the April protest, is frustrated with
the injustices facing adjunct faculty,
which is why she chose to participate.

































studies and is part of the organizing
committee on campus which works
in collaboration with SEIU, explained
that the group’s decision to bypass
university protocol was connected to
the administration’s continued refus-
al to allow adjunct faculty to union-
ize.
“In part, this was about asserting
our desire to have those votes count-
ed,” Stork said, referring to the votes












Stork added that the administra-
tion’s perception that the protest
earlier this month was facilitated in
large part by an outside group is a
flawed one.
“We are the part-time contin-
gent faculty who do the majority of
teaching on campus,” he said. “To
treat us as an outside group reflects
the university’s response which has
been to stall and reject our desire to
have a union by the withholding of
[the] votes.”
a non-violent
pledge —the fear went away because
I knew that I was surrounded by an
amazing groupof people and we were
going to take a stand, but we weren’t
going to get out of hand.”
ing was this:
“When I was actively taking class-
es, I feel like it was oftentimes those
adjunct professors, those contingent
professors, who were the ones who
cared the most for me,” Carrillo said.
“A lot of the professors who spoke

































[at the demonstration] are professors
who I still see on a regular basis ...
The passion they have for education
continues to push me to be involved in
issues of justicebecause they’re strug-
gling, and yet they love their job.”
Associate Provost of Academic
Achievement and long time member
of the Seattle U community Charles
Lawrence said thathis central concern
from his administrative standpoint is
for the safety of students during these
protests. But he needed to balance his
genuine concern as an administra-
tor with a similary important per-
spective—one informed by his back-
ground as a sociology professor. He
recognized that at a university with a
definitive social justice mission, there
are going to be times when there will
be tension between university proto-
col and democraticaction like protest.
“There will always be competing
values,” Lawrence said. “Debate, pro-
test, democracy can sometimes be
messy, and I think it’s important for
us to tolerate some minor disruptions
in daily routine.”
He did, however, stress the impor-
tance of civil dialogue and acknowl-
edged that our campus culture is
one where respectful conversation is
the rule.
“... And that’s as it should be at a
university,” he said.
But protests and demonstrations,
like study abroad and volunteering,
are ways in which Seattle U students
engage with social justice issues,
Lawrence said. And these occasions
of activism provide important skills
and values that can be useful to stu-
dents looking to organize and influ-
ence policy. Advocacy, he said, is im-
portant if students are going to effect
change in the world.
He added that the demonstration
is an opportunity for the university
to engage in dialogue both with pro-
testers and the campus community.
Seattle U, he said, is a place where
people can talk about what they stand
for and why they stand there.
“That’s part of the lifeblood of the
university.”




PHOTO BY: (TOP) JOY DURKIN, TAKEN IN VARANASI, INDIA
(BOTTOM) KRISTI RUUD, TAKEN IN BETAFO, MADAGASCAR
countries, they cannot be solved
by individual people; they’re very
international problems.”
She believes that art is a good way
to capture some of that essence and
bring it to the viewer.
The international focus of the
exhibit also takes into account
the fact that for students from
other countries, Seattle is an
‘IMAGINING THE WORLD’ THROUGH A PHOTO LENS
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
It was clear to Joy Durkin that the
Ganges River was a holy place. People
along its banks were doing religious
spiritual work by the water and in
temples. She sat in a boat, cutting
through India by way of the great
river, and when her guide looked
off into the distance, she snapped
a photo.
That picture, called “Guiding on
the Ganges,” can now be seen in the
Kinsey Gallery at Seattle University.
The College of Arts and Sciences
puts on a yearly photography
competition called “Imagining
the World” for students who have
captured their experiences studying
abroad on camera. There are two
categories to the competition: one
for students who go abroad, and
another for students from other other
countries who come to Seattle.
Durkin, a public affairs major,
said that she was surprised when her
photo received an award. Unlike the
photos she had submitted from a nicer
camera, she had snapped “Guiding
on the Ganges” using her phone.
But for Durkin, what makes a good
photograph goesbeyond pixel quality.
She likes photographs that make
the viewer feel some emotion. Even
when the artist doesn’t have time or
context to tell the story associated
with a photo, it should still be able to
stand alone.
“The photo should be able to tell its
story within itself,” Durkin said.
Contest winner Kirsti Ruud’s
photo “Rahavaviko Kely” shows
the intercrossing of several stories.
Meaning “my little sisters,” the photo
features two young girls beaming
from a windowsill.
Ruudtook the photo in Madagascar,
a country struggling from poverty
and the advese effects of climate
change. While aesthetically pleasing,
“Rahavaviko Kely” is a lot more than
just a pretty picture.
Now employed at the Education
Abroad Office at Seattle U, Ruud
believes that study abroad trips are
a good way to realize the values
associated with the Jesuit mission.
This is because while she was abroad,
she was exposed to a lot of the
injustices in Madagascar.
“I think more and more it’s
important for us to see ourselves as
global citizens,” Ruud said. “A lot
of the problems, issues of injustice,
whether its environmental, poverty—
and those are very interconnected
in a lot of ways—those problems
cannot be solved by individual
international setting.
“Honestly I feel like any photo
can be labeled as international,
depending on who takes it and where
they are,” said photography major
Nicole Schlaeppi. Schlaeppi, who
tends to favor landscape photography,
received second place in the Study
Abroad category for her photo
“Nicaraguan Mountains.”
Luka Karaula received first place
in the category for students from
other countries for his photo called
“The Thinker.” Originally from
Croatia, Karaula says he inherited
his creativity from his father, who is
a sculptor, and it is from him that he
developed his eye for composing art.
“When I take a photo it’s like I’m
touching my soul, getting connected
to the world,” Karaula said.
He hopes that these photos will
help link students to other places.
“The Thinker” was taken at Mount
Si in Washington. A crucial theme
of Karaula’s photography is that
the multiple aspects of a scene can
come together.
“Butit’s also just havingafascination
ofhow the world is not composed, but
how it’s interconnected. How it’s all
so perfect together,” Karaula said.
To him, photos can help capture
a connection between Mother
Nature and humans, and the
interconnectivity among all living
things.
Interconnected scenes is also a
theme echoed by Ruud—something
she mentions in relation to solving
international issues.
“I thinkit’s important to see images
of the world and see how you might
find your place in that as well,”
Ruud said.
Other photos from these artists as
well as other studentswill be available
for viewing at the Kinsey Gallery,
located in the Admissions building.
The “Imagining the World” exhibit
is open now through May 28. The
awards ceremony will be held on
May 7 at 5 p.m. .It is free and open
to the public.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
Nicole Schlaeppi is the Spectator’s
photo editor.
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CONTEMPORARY CIRCUS COMES TO CAPITOL HILL
Jenna Ramsey
Staff Writer
Sometimes Capitol Hill can be a bit ofa
circus—but you’ve never seen it like this
before. The Acrobatic Conundrum, a
Seattle-based contemporary circus arts
company, is taking over 12th Ave Arts
for the next two weeks with a series of
performancescalled THREE HIGH.
Yes, there will be trapeze artists,
acrobats and clowns. But there will also
be modern, original music, intricately
designed sets and heavy thematic topics
to set these shows apart from your
typicalcircus.
They will present three shows; two by
their own troupes and one by a French
trio. Below is a preview of each of
theseperformances.
Afull pass to see all three shows maybe
purchased on Acrobatic Conundrums
website for $50. Individual shows for
students are $12 for “Language of
Chance,” $10 for “The Really Weird
Cabaret!” and $12 for “Acrobatic
Conundrum Volume 3.” Each show is
an hour long withoutintermission.
PHOTO BY JENNA RAMSEY
Acrobats perform in a series named
Acrobatic Conundrum Volume Three.
LANGUAGE OF CHANCE
“Language of Chance” is a
performance inspired by “The Library
of Babel,” a story by magical realist
author Jorge Luis Borges. The story—
and the performance in turn—deals
with themes of infinity and reality and
the images of labyrinths.
The acrobats combine dance,
theater and circus acts to create a new
form of storytelling, accompanied by
an original music score. This is the
homecoming performance for the
Acrobatic Conundrum troupe, as they
have just returned from a tour.
Two new performance pieces were
created especially for this show.
The first, titled “A Book is Not a
Ladder,” was created by Seattle-based
choreographer and director KT
Niehoff. The piece is inspired by the
sensation of falling forever. Niehoff
also designed the set and costumes
for the show and wrote the sound
score in collaboration with electronic
musician Pietro Ravanni.
The second piece, created by UMO
Ensemble director Elizabeth Klob, is
called “Secret Passages,” and explores
the theme of missed connections.
It includes physical theater, clowns,
circus arts and ' more original
musicby Ravanni.
“Language of Chance” is this
Wednesday, April 29 at 7:30 p.m.
CIRQUE EN DEROUTE:
THE REALLY WEIRD CABARET!
Cirque en Deroute’s “The
Really Weird Cabaret!” blends
contemporary circus with Chinese
acrobatics and traditional American
and European clowning to create
a show that is versatile, funny and
otherwise indescribable.
This week’s Cirque en Deroute
performances are especially rare
opportunities, considering how
infrequently the French-based troupe
comes to the U.S. Cirque en Deroute
consists of an acrobatic clown trio—
Jonah Katz, Laurie Roger and Faeble
Kievman —who specialize in a variety
of strange acrobatic tricks including
Chinese jar manipulation, tap dance
juggling and comedic acrobatics.
Though the three come from
different backgrounds, each of them
has been clowning professionally
for most of their lives. They’ve taken
their performances to Europe, Asia,
Central America, Australia, and of
course now the Pacific Northwest.
On their website, the group describes
their goal as performers as “art within
clown, clown within life, and life
drenchedwith laughter.”
Cirque en Deroute will perform
on Friday, May 1 at 7:30 p.m.,
Saturday, May 2 at 7:30 and Sunday,
May 3 at 5 p.m.
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ACROBATIC CONUNDRUM V. 3
The last performance of the series is
by another of Acrobatic Conundrum’s
own troupes. The third volume of
the company’s cabaret, “Acrobatic
Conundrum Volume 3,” features a
dozen performers flipping, climbing
and balancing in ways that are
practically inhuman.
The first volume, performed in 2012,
had the acrobats exploring the risks of
their craft and performing by their
own rules. Volume Two created more
of a story; the show was a symbolic
representation of death and rebirth.
Both of these performances used a
combination of circus arts, music
and storytelling, and the same can be
expected from this third installment.
“Volume 3” brings to the stage what
the audience normally doesn’t see: the
offstage lives ofthe artists are revealed
through this performance using avant-
garde techniques and set designs.
Incredibly skilled trapeze artists,
acrobats and object manipulators
should make this a must-see finale to
an exciting couple of weeks.
“Acrobatic Conundrum Volume 3”
will be performed on Friday, May 8 at
7:30 p.m., Saturday, May 9 at 7:30 and
Sunday, May 10 at 5 p.m.
Jennamay be reached at
jramsey@su-spectator.com
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JOURNALISTJEFFREY BROWN’S ‘NEWS’ TAKE ON POETRY
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
It was the same old Pigott Auditorium,
but the imploring request for everyone
to “please sit closer” was a compelling
invitation to get lost in the words of
journalist and author Jeffrey Brown.
Brown has traveled the world as the
chief correspondent for arts, culture
and society at PBS NewsHour. But
this past Monday, Brown was back in
Seattle to hold a lecture on his recent
book, “The News,” a collection of
poems weaving together stories he’s
encountered in his travels with poetic
portrayals of the places he’s seen and
people he’s met.
Brown endeavors to pursue and
portray the truth in all of his work—-
whether in poetry or in news—and
his passion throughout the night
captivated the audience, persuading
them to view the world in all its
various, overwhelming forms.
We sat down with Brown to get the
scoop on his new book and his unique
outlook on poetry.
VIKKI AVANCENA: You mentioned
in your lecturethatpoetryandjournalism
portray different kinds of truth. How do
you reconcile those two?
JEFFREY BROWN: On the one
hand we separate them clearly, because
if I’m doing the newscast, it’s a true
story in the journalistic sense. We ask
questions, report the story and check
our facts. Poetry is just a different
way of telling things. It’s using your
imagination. It doesn’t have to be true
in the sense that the journalism has
to be true, but it uncovers truths. It’s
a different way of thinking about the
truth. It’s not truer, but in some ways
it’s not less true, just a different kind
of truth. I think we as humans can
reconcile those differences.
VA: What inspired you to write
poetry as opposed to using a different
artmedium?
JB: I’ve written poetry for a long
time. I wrote a lot when I was young,
and then I didn’t for a long time, and
then I would come back to it. I realized
that poetry was a wonderful way to
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Dr. Sonora Jha, Dr. Susan Meyers, and Jeffrey Brown present in aforum to discuss
the world ofpoetry and journalism.
re-experience some of the things that
I had experienced. It was a good way
to re-imagine things and ultimately
a good way to retell them. I thought
that was interesting because I’ve gone
back to look at places I’ve [been] and
people I’ve met and realized that I told
one story but there was more to tell.
There was more that I knew and felt,
and poetry was the best way to do it.
VA: How did you choose which
narratives to include in your book?
JB: I ’m not really sure. In some cases
they just jumped out at me because of
a phrase or it was a moment. In other
cases it was just the overall experience
thatwas so big, like going to theMiddle
East or Haiti. In some cases it was a
particular line that stayed with me and
I wanted to explore that. They all had
differentreasons and causes, and there
were many others that I couldn’t figure
out a way to [finish] them.
VA: Why do you think liberal arts
are still important today?
JB: I know that for me it provided
a great grounding and a great sense
of understanding of history, culture
and literature. It became a way to
understand people and the world. I
just found that in everything I did
ever after, even if it wasn’t playing
directly into what I was doing, it was
there somehow. If I’m reporting on
something that’s happening today, it
allows me to think ofwhere the people
or the ideasof that came from. I think
it’s tremendously important for those
of us who know we got something out
of it to speak about it in society today.
-VA: What do you hope students will
gainfrom your lectures?
JB: I just want college students to
have the broadest experience that
they can. I know that there’s a lot of
pressure these days on young people
to sort of feel like they have to know
exactly what they’re going to be and
they have to be focused. I understand
that because there are pressures in our
society and the cost ofcollege is high,
but college is a place to experience
as much as you can and to open
yourselves up to different things.
Try different things because you
never know.
I never knew what I was going to
be in college and I ended up finding
my way toward something unusual—
classics and studying ancient Greek.
Nothing is more impractical than
that. But I’m so grateful that I had the
experience of learning it because it
taught me how to learn and it taught
me a lot about the world.
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com
Sonora Jha isfaculty adviser
for the Spectator.
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FABULOUS FOOD FOR YOUR CINCO DE MAYO
Jenna Ramsey
Staff Writer
Holidays always provide the perfect
excuse to do something out of the
ordinary. With Cinco de Mayo
coming up next Tuesday, May 5,
there are a ton of events happening
all over Seattle that are both fun
and cheap. *
Though the day is commonly
mistaken for Mexican Independence
Day (which is on September 16),
Cinco de Mayo actually celebrates
the unexpected Mexican victory
over French forces at the Battle of
Puebla in 1862. Over the years, the
day has become popularized in the
U.S. as a time to celebrate Mexican
culture and heritage.
However you choose to celebrate
this holiday, it’s important to
remember to respect Mexican
culture—-no sombrero pub crawls
here. Instead, spend your May 5
eating delicious food, listening to
live music and looking at beautiful
artwork. There are a bunch of
celebrations happening in Seattle
this year, most of which involve
delicious things to eat. Below are
just a handful of events worthy
sinking your teeth into. jggK
MARIACHI FIESTA MEXICANA
Interested in a musical celebration of Cinco de
Mayo? Head to Town Hall on Saturday, May 2 at 11
a.m. for a performance by the Seattle-basedmariachi
band Mariachi Fiesta Mexicana. It’s a six-man group
that plays violins, guitars, basses, vihuelas (a five-
string guitar) and trumpets. Tickets are available on




TheTacoLibreTruck Showdown on Saturday, May2 is
prettymuch exactly what it sounds like. Over20 local
food trucks will line up in the International District
and compete to win the Golden Taco Award and
$1000 for Seattle’s Best Taco, voted for by attendees.
There will alsobe live mariachi music and luchador
wrestling to enjoy while munching on tacos. Not all
the food trucks at this event specialize in tacos; the
only rules are that the dishes be “taco-inspired” and
under $5. A full, all-you-can-eat taco pass is $25.
Off the Rez, Hallava Falafel, Woodshop BBQ
and Meat on a Mission are just a few of the trucks
competing in what will thisyear be the biggest Seattle
Taco Showdown ever hosted.
' Wm. s,< i
EL CENTRO DELARAZA’S
CINCO DE MAYO CELEBRACION
This 10th annual Cinco de Mayo party on Saturday,
May 2 at Jefferson Community Center offers the
works: live music, food from local vendors and
traditional Mexican crafts, textiles and foods for sale.
Throughout the day there will be performances
from vaudevillians and musicians, plus a “Desfile
Cultural,” a multicultural fashion show that anyone
from the community is invited to take part in. It all
starts at 3 p.m. and ends with a baile (dance) from 6
to 8 p.m. Admission and parking are completely free.
Jennamaybe reached at jramsey@su-spectator.com
THE END’S
TACO TRUCK CHALLENGE
Even more food trucks will be going head-to-headin
this taco challenge in Capitol Hill’s Volunteer Park,
including Skillet, Streetzeria, thePeoples Burger and
BiscuitBox.
This event is on Saturday, May 2 and lasts for the
better part of the day, starting with the Fiesta 5k Ole!
Fun Run at 9:30 am. Trucks will begin serving food
at 11 a.m., accompanied by live music from Wild
Party and Colorworks.
All the money raised at the event, including a $5
admission fee for those who don’t participate in the 5k
run, will go to the Seafair Foundation youth education
program. And if you’re over 21, you can enjoy the
Seafair Beer and Margarita Garden for just $5.
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CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘AGE OF ADALINE’
Joe Brand
StaffDesigner
Last weekend Lee Toland Krieger’s
“Age of Adaline”opened and Spectator
Copy Chief Mason Bryan and I had
no choice but to go see it. With my
current partner out of town—and
Masons love life always so tragic —
we were primed for that sick sense of
safety and security that only comes
from watching corny romance films.
This movie fit the bill perfectly.
If you like white people stuff
and Saabs, car accidents, asteroids,
stereotypical hereonormative
relationships or any combination of
the above, this movie might keep you
entertained.
SPOILER ALERT! I AM GOING
TO RUIN THIS WHOLE MOVIE (AS
IF IT WASN’T ALREADY RUINED).
So what age is Adaline anyway? The
answer is 108. Adaline Bowman was
born in 1908 and, after crashing her
car in a historic snowstorm and being
struck by lightning, she no longer
ages. Yes, she miraculously maintains
her beautiful 29-year-old body for
eternity because ofsomething referred
to in the film as “science.”
Adaline (Blake Lively) works as a
clerk at a historic archives office in
San Francisco. She has a real knack
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for history because she shows none
of the signs of the dementia you
would expect from someone who
lived through both World Wars. Of
course, she began changing her name
and identity every 10 years after
being pursued by the FBI during the
Red Scare.
Lively, who looks to me like she is
always on the verge of a sneeze, has
decided to stop pursuing lovebecause
she cannot stand loving and losing
again and again.
We catch up with Adaline (who is
currently goingby the name Jenny) on
New Year’s Eve 2015. It’s her birthday
but she plays it low-key andballs out to
a local hotspot to watch the ball drop.
Here we meet Adaline’s impossibly
attractive love interest: Ellis Jones
(Michiel Huisman).
He’s your typical Hollywood
swooner, equipped with a hot bod, a
nerd brain and an affinity for cliche
pickup techniques. For him, one “no”
means no, two means yes and three
means just figure out her address and
show up even though she really didn’t
seem interested.
Ellis stalks Adaline like a hawk,
relentless and thirsty for blood—
but since he’s silly and charismatic,
Adaline kisses him on the face
and stuff. Ellis invites Adaline to
his parents’ 40th anniversary and
“Knock-knockwho’s there?”
Wait, Harrison Ford is in this film?
Yes, Ellis’s father is seriously
played by Harrison Ford. But it gets
even weirder.
“Adaline?” he says, astonished,
clearly recognizing her. She covers
by explaining that Adaline was
her mother, who recently passed.
Harrison Ford makes the situation
very uncomfortable by explaining—-
in front of his wife of 40 years—how
truly special Jenny’s mother was, and
how, on the day he was to propose to
Adaline, she stood him up.
Adaline can’t handle the stress of
being found out, so she runs away
from the situation, stealing Ellis’s Saab
to make a quick getaway. She leaves
Ellis a note, which he reads after just
stepping out of the shower, wet bod
and all. He follows after her. In her
haste to get away from him she finds
herself in the second car crash of
the film.
But this time, the crash is fatal. She
is dead, but Ellis doesn’t mind. He
touches her and she is revived again—-
and (because of science) her mortality
is returned and she isable to love him
as she had always wanted.
Cheesy plotline aside, the overall
production quality is something to be
complimented. The cinematography is
rich—there are scenes of outer space
and Google Earth-style shots of a
futuristic San Francisco. And
although the acting was pretty dry,
Lively seemed relatively believable as
an archaic mind in the body of a hot
29-year-old.
Still, the film’s storyline is pretty
lame. I go to romantic movies to
feel hope, beauty and a sick sense of
confidence that everything will be
okay for me—I left this movie feeling a
little gross.
I challenge Hollywood to actually
break the norm for once; please
make films that construct a reality
that leaves room for women to be in
control, for minorities to have a role
and for men to be correctedand taken
out of positions of power.













@ Crocodile, 8 p.m.
FOLK:
SeraCahoone
@ Netimos, 8 p.m.
CLASSICAL:
Yo-Yo Ma w/ Seattle
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■Hr Dead Men Walking





@ Barboza, 8 p.m.
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Free-throws, pies to the face, cheering
and charity. The scene lastWednesday
night at the Seattle University Swishes
for Wishes basketball game was
one to remember.
With plenty of skilled shots from
both the faculty and student teams—
many came from far outside the
three-point line—the game kept fans
cheering and donating. Although the
students maintained a slight lead for
the majority of the game, the faculty
managed to gain advantage in the
last minute-and-a-half, ultimately
winning 44-43. Faculty now hold a
five year reign over the game.
Students also enjoyed performances
by the Seattle U Drumline, Seattle U
Cheer Team, as well as the privilege
of seeing Athletic Director Bill
Hogan get a pie to the face for charity.
Hogans date with the pie of fate was
ultimately decided by the student fan’s
donations to his jar in a competition
to raise funds.
Another candidate for the pie-
ing, Student Body President Eric
Sype, helmed the student team, with
Redzone President Javier Carregha,
who served as his assistant.
“It is fun to see faculty and staff in a
littlebit of a different role” said Sype.
Involvement in the experience
ranged for • all participants with
many returning spectators and
athletes. Previous student player
Carlee Norquist has had the pleasure
of playing on both the student and
faculty sides, with this being her
second year on the latter. Regardless
of team affiliation, her motivation
remains constant.
“It’s -a great event supporting a
great cause” Norquist said following
the faculty win.
Despite the competitive and exciting
atmosphere no one lost sight of the
cause for the event: the Make-a-Wish
Foundation. Donations were received
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
Bill Hogan, Athletic Director of Seattle University.
Red Zone President Javier Carregha and SGSU President Eric Sype
(left to right).
before and throughout the game
while baked goods were sold in the
stands with all of the proceeds going
to the charity. The experience was
completed with avisit from one ofthe
Make-a-Wish foundation recipient
families who have attended the
Swishes for Wishes event for several
years running.
The event is put on by the NCAA’s
Student Athlete Advisory Committee
in union with Make a Wish
Foundation, allowing for a fruitful
charity experience. Bringing students
Swishes for Wishes, an event where
athletes get to play against the rest of
Seattle University student body.
and faculty together in competition
for charity has produced ten years
of contribution and fund-raising for
Make-a-WishFoundation. In past and
coming years, the event will continue
to inspire and assemble the charitable
just as it has this year.
“When you’re at your darkest
moment, the student athletes at
Seattle University step up and make a
difference in somebody’s life,” Hogan
said. “That’sreally something special.”
The editor can be reached at
ccartmill@su-spectator.com
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SOUNDERS DOWN TIMBERS OFF LATE CHANCE
ChaucerLarson
Staff Writer
Born in 1974 Sounders! Sounders!
And now we win like never before
Sounders! Sounders!
We love our boys in famous green, the
greatest team you’ve ever seen,
Seattle Sounders, born in ’74!
Though Seattle’s premier football
club has only played in the top flight
since 2007, its rich heritage is still
prized by its famed supporters.
Every match day starts with the
highly attended march to the match,
beginning at Pioneer Squares
occidental park, where the rave
green faithful boastfully sing and
wave their scarves on their way to
CenturyLinkField.
On Sunday the march, the match,
and the entire atmosphere felt like
it had been turned up a notch. Our
opponent, the Portland Timbers, isn’t
liked very well in these parts. And
though they only joined the league
in 2011, the rivalry shared in the
Northwest by these two teams is one
ofAmerica’s greatest sporting fixtures.
Datingback all the way to 1975,though
not always played in what now is the
top flight, the Sounders and Timbers
have clashed for pride for a long time.
The Emerald City supporters threw
in a few extra chants geared toward
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our southern neighbors, including
building a bonfire with the “Timbers
on the top.”
The game featured in what has now
become the Cascadia Cup, which
includes the Sounders, Timbers and
Vancouver Whitecaps. Regular season
results are tallied to determinewho is
the best team in the Pacific Northwest.
Many cities in Europe will feature two
professional teams, such as Everton
andLiverpool vying for the Merseyside
Derby in England, or Atletico and
Real Madrid competing for the right
as the best team in the Spanish capitol.
Apart from New York City, as of now
American soccer doesn’t field cities
with more than one team. That is why
the Pacific Northwest has become
the home of Major League Soccer’s
(MLS) closest thing to a true derby.
European matches can split a city in
half, but what is so great and unique
about supporting the Sounders is that
the entire city comes together hoping
to come out ahead. . W
The game on Sunday, though it was
only the 7th game of the MLS regular
season, carried bragging rights strong
enough to make it feel like a cup
final. The match was loud as only
Sounders matches can be. With the
Timbers fans nestled up into a far
corner of CenturyLink, there was a
clear direction for the blue and green
faithful to send the noise.
THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
The 91st ever meeting between the
sides saw Portland sit back, content to
defend and use the pace ofDarlington
Nagbe and Maximiliano Urruti to
conjure up a break on the counter
attack. However, being at home let
the Sounders be comfortable in
possession, knowing the combination
of Clint Dempsey and Obafemi
Martins could always lead to a chance.
The first half didn’t present too many
opportunities for either side, though
Martins shot wide from close range,
and Sounders winger Marco Poppa
sent a curling effort just over the bar.
In the second half the Timbers
were able to utilize their threat on
the counter and had strong attempts
saved by Sounders goalkeeper Stefan
Frei. The first came when Diego Chara
advanced from midfield and fired a
sizzling effort that was well held by
Frei. The next chanced arrived when
Portland beat Seattle’s midfield line
and Nagbe was able to advance. His
right-footed shot, struck with venom,
curved just wide.
The breakthrough came for the
Sounders just minutes after Portland
substitute Fanendo Adi headed a
golden chance wide from just inside
the six-yard box. What seemed like
a routine throw-in came all the way
to Andy Rose, himself a substitute
for Seattle, who shot low and hard to
Portland keeper Adam Kwaresey’s left.
SOFTBALL BASEBALL
4/241 BAKERSFIELD 19-11 L 424 |BAKERSFIELD 10-5 L
4/241 BAKERSFIELD! 7-2 W 4/25 [BAKERSFIELD 15-10 L
12-5 L 4/261 BAKERSFIELD 14-0 W
The Ghanaian international saved well
at the first attempt, but Dempsey was
quick to pounce on the rebound and
hit home for the Sounders.
The home side then had to rely on
stout defending for the remaining
ten minutes of the match. Adi came
the closest to leveling the score with
a header that came off the crossbar,
but other than that Frei was able to
see out most of the Timber’s crosses
and through balls.
The Soundersclaimed a 1-0 victory.
Their back line, consisting of captain
Brad Evans and veteran Zach Scott,
who was standing in place of the
suspended Chad Marshall, quelled
any possibility of the Timbers
getting back into the game. It was
a solid performance, and one that
is somewhat the standard in MLS.
Consistent and tenacious defending,
and being able to take an opportunity
that comes forth to score. \
41,000 of the best fans in country
certainly helped, especially when
there is no one else you’d rather beat.
Chancermay be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com
TIME OUT SESSIONS WITH GUS ARROYO
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Junior Gus Arroyo ran his way into the Seattle
University record books earlier this month by
completing the 5000 meter in San Francisco with
a time of 14:37.94.
Arroyo has had an impressive year with the
team and now looks ahead to the WAC Outdoor
Championships coming up in May. After three
years at Seattle U, Arroyo has come a long way and
is still getting faster.
“I came in here being a pretty bad runner and
I didn’t realize how bad I was until I came here,”
Arroyo said. “Knowing there were people above
me to really push me was good. If you put in the
work, put in the hours and commit to something,
you get results.”
In the classroom, Arroyo is a sports and exercise
science major with a minor in biology. He hopes
to remain on the west coast for graduate school
to study biomechanics or human physiology. But
before that happens, he will get to have one more
season with the Redhawks.
“[Breaking the record] made me think that I
am fast now and I am still only a junior so that’s
exciting,” Arroyo said. “I want to win a WAC




The Seattle University women’s tennis
season ended Friday, April 24, in the
WAC tournament semi-finals. Taking
on No. 1 seed and eventual champion
New Mexico State, Seattle was only
able to secure one doubles win.
Michelle Lui and Kelli Woodman
defeated Susana Alcaraz and Erika
Castillo Lopez (NMSU) in the first
doubles match. NMSU would clinch
a double victory by winning the next
two doubles matches.
NMSU thenrattled offthree straight
singles wins, all in straight sets.
Despite the losses, there was
some good news to come out of the
weekend. The Redhawks were able
to take home a few WAC awards. Lui
and Woodman were elected to the
All-WAC Doubles second team. In
addition to that, Lui was elected as the
WAC Freshman of the Year.
Men’s tennis also saw it’s season end
over the weekend, also losing to New
Mexico State. Men’s doubles John
Stormans and Connor Leahy defeated
GermainDegardin and Charles Baron
for SU’s only match win of the day.
NMSU clinched the match also
with three straing singles wins,
all on straight sets.
The Redhawks are only losing one
player to graduation, and will return a
majority of the young team.
SOFTBALL REGULAR SEASON FINALE
Seattle Universitysoftball (15-34,4-10
WAC) dropped their final series ofthe
season, losing to Cal State-Bakersfield
(19-23, 7-8 WAC) 5-2.
CSU scored quickly, driving in a
run in the top of the first inning off
a Karsyn Guzman single. Seattle
U threatened in the bottom half
championship and break more records and leave
a legacy behind.”
Before attending Seattle U, Arroyo grew up in
Mexico City and moved to the United States when
he was 10. Before he started running, he enjoyed
skateboarding. But after injuring himself a couple
of times, he decided to give running a shot. Ever
since then he has continued to improve and get
faster. Arroyo hopes to keep running as a part of
his life, even after graduation.
“I know that a lot of people stop after college, but
why would I want to stop here?” Arroyo said. “I’m
the fastest I’ve ever been, so I want to keep going.”
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
FAVORITE ATHLETE: Leo Manzano,
Oympic Runner
FAVORITE SHOW: Game of Thrones
FAVORITE PUMP-UP SONG: Power by
Kanye West
of the first, but were unable to
bring in any runners and left two
in scoring position.
Cal State continued hitting well,
driving in a pair of runs in both the
second and third innings. In the
bottom of the seventh inning, Seattle’s
offense took off. Erika Rodgers drew
a lead off walk before advancing to
third after a Sara Dominguez double.
Rodgers would score on an RBI
groundout by centerfielder Isabella
Geronimo, thus ending the
shutout. The Redhawks would score
one final time off a Rose Saenz RBI
single. With two outs Seattle U
loaded up the bases, but a Jenny Hurst
strikeoutended the rally.
CSU Bakersfield pitcher Kelsie
Monroe was credited with the win,
pitching all seven innings allowing two
runs on fourhits with eight strikeouts.
Seattle U heads to Las Cruces,
NM for the WAC tournament. The
APRIL 29. 2015
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Redhawks will be the No. 4 seed and
open the tournament against No. 5
seed Utah Valley.




LOVE WILL HEAL THE EARTH
I spent this past weekend on beautiful Vashon Island, participating in Campus
Ministry’s junior/senior Agape Retreat. We spent the weekend enjoying rest,
prayer, and conversation. As the stress and noise ofmy daily life began to fade
away, it quickly became apparent to me why retreats play an important role in
Ignatian spiritual development. I felt rejuvenated and cared for all weekend long.
Toward the end oftheretreat, I finally pulled my smart phone out. A sobering
realization yanked me out of my retreat bubble: 2,000 people had died in an
earthquake in Nepal, the country’s worst in 80 years. By press time, the number
had surpassed 5,000.
The news of the tragedy was even harder to hear after a weekend immersedin
peace. But at the same time, it made Seattle University’s Jesuit mission resonate
even stronger than it had all weekend long. Personal development is a valuable
outcome ofa Jesuit education, to be sure, but at the end of the day, this privilege
is not meant to benefit ourselvesalone. I am excited to see members of the Seattle
U community already stepping up to participate in therelief effort.
Agape, I learnedafter coming home, is one offourwords for love in the ancient
Greek language. Distinct from romantic, parental, or friendly love, agape is the
kind of love we find in fellowship. It is selfless, devoted, and giving. When you
put it into the world, it multiplies. Agape is abundance.
Agape is exactly what the world will need to offer in the wake of this terrible
tragedy—and I know Seattle U is up to the task.
—Caroline Ferguson, Editor-in-Chief
Visit nytimes.com for a list of charities accepting donations for relief efforts
in Nepal.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Melissa Lin, Maggie Molloy, Connor Cartmill, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and Alyssa Brandt.Signed commentaries reflect theopinions
ofthe authorsand not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
IF YOU WERE IN THE CIRCUS WHAT WOULD BE YOUR ACT?
“I’d be on stilts. Cause I’m short.”
Alisha McCargar, junior
“Conjoined twins.”
Seniors Austin Porter and Kevin Yi
BLACK LIVES ARE MORE
VALUABLE THAN PROPERTY
On April 19, Freddie Gray, a 25-year-old black man, died from spinal injuries
sustainedwhile in police custody earlier that week. It is still unknown why the
police arrested him, and why he had to die.
Protestors in Baltimore have taken to the streets every night since his death.
While mostly peaceful, a few incidents ofrioting and looting were reported. The
violence ofthe protestors has been highlighted in mainstream media and blown up
on social media. While the attention ofthe U.S. should center on police brutality
and the Black Lives Matter movement, only showing instances ofviolence, as the
mainstream media have done, does the movement no justice at all.
The media have been capitalizing on coverage of the riots, yet they fail to
report on the underlying factors, like the disturbing history of police brutality
in Baltimore, that fuel these protests.
My newsfeed thisweek has been filledwith comments chastising the Baltimore
protestors for “destroying their own neighborhood” and “terrorizing the city
with violence.” It has become a trend for the media to report in this narrow way,
which treats property as more important thanblack lives.
We must shift this mindset and tell a more nuanced story. Ifthe media refuseto
stand in solidarity with the Black Lives Matter movement, it is the responsibility
of individuals to elevate black voices. We must seek out alternate sources that
more honestly cover the events unfolding in Baltimore. We mustread up on the
blighted history ofpolice violence committed against the black community. And
we must strive to more fully understand the oppressive forces that led to these
protests—the same forces fueling violence and looting.
It is time to actiyely reject the media’s shallow narrative and fight the oppressive
forcesat hand.
—Courtney Decker, Designer
“J would be the person who rides the
elephant bareback.”
Gillian Hawarth, sophomore




Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Q® Every time I’m with him I feel so happy• and have a great time. Every time I’m not with him I thinkabout
all the things wrong about our relationship. I love him but I
constantly thinkabout breaking up. What is wrong with me?
A# Nothing’s wrong with you, it’s easy to fixate on the bad ifyou’re
• not presently distracted byhis redeeming qualities. Are you long
distance? I know that if there’s that aspect, then the bad seems
exaggerated. You’re less of an assclown to wait it out, erring on the side of
staying with him and being sure that you wanna break up than ifyou dump
him on a bad day and regret it later. That said, regret is a super common
reaction afterbreaking up with someone, but that doesn’t mean it was a bad
decision. Decide what your deal breakers are, talk to him about what you
want tobe different, and be explicit but considerate. This goes for ifyou want
to stay in the relationship or break up with him, because it’s pretty unfair to
dump someone withoutproviding the opportunity to work on it. Ifyou’ve
been asking for reasonable treatment that’s not being met and/or you’re
sick of his ish, or ifhe isconsistently disrespectful to you, then maybe you
know the answer. Try asking yourself different questions. Also, it’s low-key
unfair to him to be dating someone who doesn’t want to be with him, so
consider that, too.
Q® How do I convince my girlfriend to have anal sex?
A0 Wtf, you don’t! You can express your interest, talk about yourfantasies together, and ask her if she’s into it. If she’s definitely
opposed then you’ve gotta respect those boundariesand drop it.
It’s exhausting and grimy to be dating someone who won’t let stuff like that
go. Maybe you can find a middle ground by being sexually experimental in
a way you’re both down.
Toodle-oo,
Emily
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of the Division of Student Development contained an inaccurate
statement that “some ISC staff!members are federally mandated to report
undocumented students." This is a rumor that is false currently and will
continue to be false after realignment. Hie Department of Homeland
Security has affirmed that university personnel, including those who work
with the Student Exchange Visitor Program, are not required to ascertain
or report the immigration status ofany student who is not registered with
SEVIS, which is a database to record s tudents with F and M visas and J-l
exhange visitors to the U.S. Tire Spectator regrets the error.
APRIL 29, 2015
: Last week’s stor about the realignment
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There's strong. Then there’s Army Strong. If you want to be a leader in
life, joining Army ROTC at Seattle University is the strongest way to
start. It provides hands-on leadership development. Plus you can earn a
full-tuition, merit-based scholarship. After graduation, you'll begin your
career as an Officer. With a start like that, there's no limit to what you
can achieve.
To get started, visit www.goarmy.com/rotc/ap56
U.S.ARHY |
ARMY STftOI
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